Luella Parkons

Party mood is SO pungent throughout the Gay Area. The electricity seems so untimely, however, with the income tax guillotine about to clamp unmercifully at individual purses. This poor frazzled girl has stipped and staggered Grand Openings and other Gay Fetes until almost nightly, and no immediate rest break is in sight.

The Yellow Brick Road has carried droves of buffet-buffs to silver platters of delectable entrees at: ART'S CAVERN, THE NEW BELL, THE CORNER, THE RIDE ON, and THE PENDULUM, gaming activities. Intimate dance atmospheres in the curtained 'back room' was of an entirely different nature than Luella had imagined. Required dress should have been a sweat-suit and individual pocket-sized de-humidifiers. This girl loves to try to a lively beat, but certain routines are reserved for Luella for private boudoir sessions.

All eyes are mesmerized by the attraction at California Hall on March 27th. Beautiful "HENNY GUYS" will parade for top title under the delicious guidance of "Miss Gayzette the First" El Basharoo and the COIT'S Western Dance. This girl has personally been charmed by the COIT'S membership and would not miss participating in their "COIT WEST" event. Such DOLLS! Especially those most-announced COIT'S - CHUCK, DAVID, ED, (another) CHUCK, and SAM. I must remember to dash off to my seamstress to have my leather riding skirt shortened to reveal lovely Luella knees.

Another event of curious timing to soon after this weekend's exciting events, is planned for the following weekend. Girls, watch your calendars and read Gayzette for coming affairs. Scheduled to Close, your guests have little time to repair budgets and wardrobes - when you don't allow more time between engagements. But a circus is a circus.

I am sick, furious and upset that I wasn't able to attend the luncheon at PAGE ONE for the "HUNKY GUYS". Adorable host HANK set a bountiful table for the beautiful boys, I am informed. As yet, I have not had the pleasure of visiting this GAY Party Girl to partake of "HANK'S Western Dance with the COIT'S". With a subordinate reference to the ridiculous name of "HUNKY GUYS". Adorable host HANK set a bountiful table for the handsome boys. The latter are working on final preparations for "their night" on Saturday at El Basharoo. Getting back to the Peninsula, Luella received correspondence from that community revealing information of a startling and extremely political nature. I regret that I must refrain from reporting on your unhappy circumstances without a complete investigation of the FEBRUARY SCANDAL. Reputations certainly are shaky, but I must offer only my complete understanding and sympathy for the immediate present.

I am completely unfaunted by the lack of preferred judgement on the part of Gayzette, publishers and their new association with some person calling himself GLIDERFOO. With a subordinate referred to by the ridiculous name of GUSPOO, I know Luella will have little time to concern herself over trivial gutterings.

Now that I have exhausted my scoops, poops and snoops, it's time to primp and fluff up this never tiring party girl for her whirl through all this weekend's GALA activities. See you all at El Basharoo and the COIT'S Western Dance. Ta! Ta!
9th Anniversary Party

ALLAN LLOYD, JAY STEVENS
"THREE GREATS FROM THE
MONDAY, MARCH 29
YOUR HOSTS.. BOO, ART, DICK, TEDDY & LINDA
FANTASY DAYS"
3 STAGE SHOWS:
OUR WAY OF THANKING YOU, OUR CUSTOMERS, FOR
OPEL 10 A. M.
1203 POLK (at Sutter)
FRIG SAT STARTING MARCH.!
AT THE PIANO BAR
775-6905

KEN IS ORIGINALLY FROM OREGON
GRADUATE STUDENT, AND WORKS
FOR FOUR YEARS. HE IS AN UNDER­
TUES, WED, THURS, 9:30-1:30

BE AUTHENTIC: CANOE CRUISING G CAMPING
IN THE BUSHES AND LAY THERE STUDY
OF THE WILD CREATURES AND STUDY
THINGS AS THEY ARE PERCEIVED BY A CANOEIST.
THE IDEAL PLACE FOR CANOE CRUISE IS TO DISCOVER AND EXPLORE
THESE WATERWAYS. THE CANOEIST CAN SEE THINGS AT CLOSE RANGE, WHILE GLID­
ING SILENTLY THROUGH THE WATER, AND HE CAN STUDY THE WILDLIFE AND THE
ENVIRONMENT ALONG THE SHORES. MAKING CONTACT WITH THE NATIVE PEOPLE AND
LEARNING ABOUT THEIR LIVES THROUGH DISCUSSIONS WITH LOCAL RESIDENTS.

COOKING WITH CHRIS

MAKE CAESAR:
Like to do your own thing? Do it
my way. Use melted parmesan cheese
to make your own Caesar salad. First,
add the cheese to the bowl. Then,
add the ingredients to the bowl
and toss gently. Toss until the
cheese is well blended. Add the
cheese to the bowl and toss until
the cheese is well blended.
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Adz Promotions
Presents
El Basharoo Dance
March 27th
9:30-2am At California Hall
Limited To 1,000 People

Featuring
Cleveland Wrecking Company
Light Show・SF Light Works

Tickets At Door $3.00
ROGER THOMAS

"Go thou and seek out new places where the most deserted shall brighten the pages of this chronicle and gladden the hearts of our readers."
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now DINNER SERVED NIGHTLY
in an old San Francisco setting
6 to 11:00 PM
Featuring
David Kelsey
at the Organ

Office Space For RENT

Community DIRECTORY

20% OFF MONDAY, TUESDAY, THREE A.M.

SALES & PROMOTIONS HELP WANTED!
APPLICANTS MUST BE
CLEAN CUT & BONNIE.
APPLY AT ADZ OFFICE AT
363 6TH ST., SAN FRANCISCO.
WE WILL TRAIN.
(NO GAY HANGUPS, PLEASE)

SALES & PROMOTIONS
PRESENTS
D & D on April 25

Now... Strange things are happening in this old San Francisco setting.

Dinner Served Nightly... Featuring David Kelsey at the Organ.

WALL TO WALL CARPETING
DIAMOND CENTER
363 6th St.

Community DIRECTORY

WHARF STREET 20, 449

NOW OPEN

THE ROUNDUP
CORNER OF FOLSOM & 6TH ST
MONDAY, MARCH 29TH
DRAWING FOR TRIP TO RENO
Includes 1 round trip air fare for 2, hotel accom. (lindis westside)
plus $100.00 CASH

ROUNDUP HAPPY HOUR
11AM TO 7PM

ROUNDUP CALENDAR WEEK 9
MARCH 22-28
MONDAY 7PM - TRIP TO RENO
TUESDAY 7PM - CHER DANCE NIGHT
WEDNESDAY 7PM - JUNIOR'S 21ST BIRTHDAY
THURSDAY 7PM - ALPINE MESSAGE CENTER
FRIDAY 7PM - FRIENDLY BAR
SATURDAY 7PM - CHICKEN ROAST
SUNDAY 9AM - BREAKFAST

Open Daily... 11AM TO 2AM